#51%RememberHer

Launched on International Women’s Day, Wednesday March 8th 2017,
#51%RememberHer referenced London’s 51 per cent female population and
was the inaugural exhibition of over 100 women artists featuring sculpture,
painting, animation, installation, photography, drawing, performance, graffiti,
spoken word, history walks, talks and special events throughout the month.
The Exhibition provided a significant survey of the female talent who live, work,
study or have a family connection to the creative melting pot of East London
and ran until April 8th at the Tower Gallery, Memorial Community Church in
Plaistow, London. More than 150 artworks graced the interior and exterior of
the Grade ll listed, Byzantine style church.
Curator Rebecca Feiner said “Women are half of our history, half of our present,
and half of all our futures. Culturally with Maria Balshaw taking over at London’s
Tate Modern and politically, women physically making their presence felt from
Japan to Poland, Saudi Arabia to America and here in the UK, it really felt like
the right time to celebrate female creativity and make this exhibition happen.”
Special thanks and acknowledgement to all the members of the Memorial
Community Church without whose help and support, this project would have
not been possible. Special appreciation goes to Eva Price, Mark Janes, Phillipa
King, Yvonne Fletcher, Peter Bailey & Julia, Chris Simpson, Fausto Samartino,
Birgitta Hosea and graphics guru, Big Dave Mitchell.
#51%RememberHer is an off-site project by Elements Gallery, London,
the capital’s first dedicated exhibition space for outdoor art.

“Women are half of our history, half of
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our present and half of all our futures”
Rebecca Feiner 2017

BERNARDETE ANDRADE
bernardeteblue.com
bernardete.blue@yahoo.co.uk

Homemade Pasta Ravioli
and my son’s cuddly toy

Bernardete Blue’s practice questions stereotypes commonly associated with motherhood, attempting to blur
any boundaries between being simultaneously a serious
mother and an artist. The use of homemade bread and
pasta as a sculptural material leads somewhere between
what seemed to have been pulled from unconscious
desires and the kneading, caring, oven baking of the
bread dough, the maternal acknowledges impulsiveness
and rebelliousness.

TRACIE ANGIOLINI

Tracie, based in the East End, experiments with
anything and everything. She has trekked the Sahara to
raise funds for East London based hospice, St Josephs.
A member of the Tunnel, she has exhibited in various
and diverse locations, some more challenging than
others, including crypts, chapels and an abandoned
delicatessen.

Punkqueen

NADIA BALLAN
nadiaballan.com

Teenage Storage Solutions

A “Dystrumpian” storage/living solution for the
disenfranchised unable to join the property ladder.
2.05 meter length.
PU Nylon, U.S. body remains bag, MOD Airtex,
Zips, Feeding tubes and bottles, Nitrous Oxide
capsules, Clear PVC, Nylon mesh, Polyester stuffing,
Webbing, Metal fittings, Velcro, Lights,

SOOZ BELNAVIS
soozbelnavis.co.uk
sooz@soozbelnavis.co.uk
Sooz is a multi-media artist
Pussy Wagon (2008)

Poetry/Performance: He Loves Me He Loves Me Not
2016. Commissioned poem to commemorate boy
soldiers who died in WW1. The Red Line 2006. A
poem that explores what it is to be female. A precursor
to ‘I Draw The Line At…’ 2017 Audience participation using red lipstick to draw a red line. Kissing Wall
2017. Audience participation, leave a lipstick mark
and note remembering a woman who has inspired you.
Paintings: Cultured Hair 2008

EMILY BLACKMORE
Sirimiriartistry.com

Efi

Will You Marry me
for an EU passport?

Visual artist Emily Blackmore explores why people do
what they do, visually representing the complexities of
the human condition in mixed media and sculpture.
She attempts to highlight the paradox of our shared
humanity and our unrepeatable singularity.
Efi is a Thea (or Auntie) at ABBAhouse Thessaloniki.
This A4 mixed media painting illustrates qualities that
Efi demonstrates to the children for whom she cares.

KYLIE BOYD
Mixed Media Artist
kylie_s_boyd@hotmail.com

A homage to Hackney Wick graffiti piece from 2014,
Will You Marry Me (I Need A EU Passport) and the
ephemeral street chalk artworks of Arthur Stace.
A man who wrote a single word “Eternity” of the
streets of Sydney, Australia for 35+ years. The paint
was mixed with EU soil and straw collected from the
grounds of my London home in March 2017 on the
cusp of Brexit.

CHARLOTTE BRACEGIRDLE
www.charlottebracegirdle@yahoo.co.uk

My Work involves altering pre existing images. I take
a postcard, poster or a page from a book and paint
directly on top of it to paint out certain elements. To
me its a little like unwrapping a present, good or bad I
never know whats inside. I have always worked on or
with images and with stuff that already has a place in
the world, then like a child I play around with it until
I get something that surprises or intrigues me.

Chess

ANITA BRYAN
www.anitaabryan.com
info@anitaabryan.com

Face Stripped Bare of Artifice, 2017
b/w Hand printed silver Gelatin print
(Edition of 3)

A black and white photograph staring back at us
throughout time. The ancient skull of a woman and
what is left when the artifice falls away. This spectacle
of once mortal remains lay for centuries in the cold
ground without gender beneath London dirt,
speechless for the most part.
You am I and I see you, the barefaced lie.
Anita Bryan works with alt-analogue and digital
processes, photography and film.

MIA C
www.miaclondon.com

The Burden of Identity, 2017,
Bamboo, Oil Paint & Rubber Bands

Mia C (1977, London) is an ICU nurse turned
self-taught sculptural installation artist whose work
explores control, order, balance, perfection &
pointless aesthetics.

KRISTY CAMPBELL

Lord, Direct,Us

‘Domine, dirige nos’ translates to ‘Lord, direct us’.
Written in Latin, a language of traditions lost at sea,
it is at home in this space. While I grew up on the
boarder of where East became South-East, I have
revived the smell of accents and the taste of traffic,
to work, and to live. This practice conveys a fluid
and unclear visual language where meaning fragments
with perspective.

JULIE CAVES
juliecaves.com
Blackhorse Lane Studios
Barbican Arts Group Trust

Translucent oil painting
on Perspex

Julie Caves exhibited two pieces: a translucent oil
painting on Perspex activated by the light from the
large arched windows of the church and a new piece
in her Whole Picture series, an abstract acrylic painting on paper cut into pieces for the viewer to take a
segment away, each piece of the painting is a small
painting in its own right.

TILLA MANYA CHAYA CROWNE
tilla.co.uk

Fish/Fragments/Bicycle
Medium: Ink, broken eggshells
Dimensions: 14” x 11”

Tilla’s work is largely autobiographical, using
biological materials such as plants, insects, eggshells
and fungus alongside delicately inked drawings.
Fish/Fragments/Bicycle explores her childhood
within the Radical Feminist movement of the late 80s
and 90s; using elements that loomed large as a small
child, she maps them onto her adult female body.

KELLY CUMBERLAND
kellycumberland.com

Vestigium (dust) 2017

Expanded definitions of drawing have always been
central to Kelly Cumberlands practice, with a specific
focus on Scientific and Medical research. She exhibits
her work both nationally and internationally, and is
currently involved in a series of projects in Palma de
Mallorca.Vestigium (dust) 2017, is an etched acrylic
drawing tracing household dust. The Labor-intensive
drawing references our existence within a space,
recording the presence or absence of family.

SARAH DOYLE
sarah-doyle.com

Florrie Forde

Sarah Doyle has made a number of works focusing on
women of Music Hall, the piece for this show is her
latest featuring Florrie Forde.
The church venue is dedicated to the local men who
were killed in WW1. Florrie Forde was the performer
of one of the most famous songs of this era “Pack up
Your troubles in your old kit bag”, which was used to
boost moral.

LIZ ELTON
lizelton@hotmail.co.uk
lizelton.com

‘Plume’, water soluble oil on
compostable material

Liz Elton is a painter. Her work ‘Plume’ was inspired
by emissions from a power station against the sunset,
and is made from water based oil on compostable
material so the painting will eventually break down
and completely disappear. Hanging in the solidly built
chapel with its resonances of memorial, Plume might
act as a counterpoint, a reminder to think to the future
and step lightly on the earth.

ANNA FAIRCHILD
annafairchild@yahoo.com

Mapping the Geographies of
Memory in the Digital Era

Anna Fairchild’s work explores new geographies of
memory. Using a methodology, which balances a
conscious application of process with intuitive and
embodied sense of haptic experience, the work maps
and creates new landscapes. It uses digital scanning
processes of heavy power-laden printed maps, through
a ‘temporarily unaware’ methodology to create images,
which explore ideas of the emotional affect and unseen
or unnoticed of our interaction with digital networks.

MANDEE GAGE
mandeegage.co.uk
mgage@blueyonder.co.uk

Yoni Bird

Mandee Gage is a London based artist, whose practice
is informed by contemporary socio-political structures
and environmental issues. She works as a sculptor,
ceramicist, and installation artist, using mixed media
and film. Gage founded the Art/Science group Hybrid
collaborating with scientists and working with genetics, body mapping and 3D printing. She has exhibited
widely in the UK and Internationally, running projects
across a range of venues.

MAUREEEN GAGE
email
Website

Rocky Landscape

Maureen Gage is a painter and the mother of artist
Mandee Gage. Born in 1926 she trained as a nurse
and then teacher and always a devoted mother to her
4 children. Now 90 she still paints watercolours.
These are often landscapes, sometimes mountains from
her Italian roots, beach scenes found around her home
on the south coast and still lifes capturing the natural
beauty of shells, water and pebbles.

ALINA GAVRIELATOS
alina.gavrielatos@gmail.com
alinagavrielatos.com

‘Whisper’ Oil on Canvas 2016

Alina Gavrielatos is a visual artist working in painting, installation and filmmaking. Born and raised in
Canada with Greek origins, she is based in London
England. Her work explores memory; identity and the
lives lived by others. She paints and often combines
cross-platform techniques referencing classical mythology,
folklore and popular culture. She exhibits and lectures
internationally. ‘Whisper’ explores metaphoric, mystical
and ironic aspects of aging as a female.

MELIHA GUNENC
meliha-gunenc.com
meligunenc@hotmail.com

Meliha has exhibited in Turkey, Holland, US and the
UK. Child Brides: Child marriages were common
throughout history for reasons, including poverty,
insecurity, as well as for political and financial reasons
Child marriage is prohibited, but existing laws are
often unenforced or provide exceptions for parental
consent or traditional and customary laws. Nearly 15
million girls, some as young as eight are forced into
marriage each year, many of them with much older men.

The Lost Future 2

JESSICA HOLMES
jessicaholmes.co.uk
jessicaholmesart@gmail.com

Witches of Essex

My grandfather Bill had a ball bearing workshop
in Stratford, East London, and was married to my
grandmother, the inimitable Helen. I remember her
through this painting; she drank a lot of chamomile
tea and I still make thyme stuffing using her recipe.
The bursts of colour are inspired by her fondness for
bright costume jewellery. She always spoke wise words,
rather like she was casting a spell, hence the title,
Witches of Essex.

BIRGITTA HOSEA
b(at)birgittahosea.co.uk
birgittahosea.co.uk

Rosary Drawing XII

In Rosary Drawing XII, the artist scrubs away a hole
from a series of pieces of black paper while counting
down the beads of her Grandmother’s rosary. She
leaves behind a trail of paper resembling a film-strip on
which her actions are recorded.
Birgitta Hosea is a media artist, whose work explores
presence, time and affect and ranges from video
installation and animated performance art through to
drawing on paper.

RACHAEL HOUSE
rachaelhouse@me.com
www.rachaelhouse@me.com

Rachael House’s Feminist Disco

Rachael House makes events, objects, drawings and
performances. She recently made projects for Arnolfini
and Supernormal and facilitated zine making at
Hastings Cartoon Festival and Tate Modern. In the
last year she has exhibited at House of Illustration,
University of Kent, Peckham Platform and Murray
Edwards College alongside New Hall Women’s Art
Collection. In April she will have work in Inking
Women, Cartoon Museum, London.

BEVERLEY ISAACS
beverley.a.isaacs@gmail.com
www.beverleyisaacs.com

I am a Cello

“I am a Cello” is part of a small series of oils I made
turning musical instruments into characters The
sound of the cello had a melancholy mood which
I depicted as feminine in this instance. Originally
I studied and worked as a freelance animator specialising in character design before going to live as a
painter in Mexico for 6 years to develop my work.

FARAH ISHAQ
Farah.ishaq@gmail.com
www.farahishaq.com

‘Balancing Act’
Linocut, 42 x 30cm, Edition of 10

Stability is fragile, as one and as many. We perform
so many roles, spinning plates and throwing grenades
into life. We have to balance day in and day out.
Leaning on others can make us stronger to stand
up and take action to be counted. Farah Ishaq is an
East London based printmaker and installation artist
searching for a sense of ease with snapshots of stillness
in daily chaos.

HEATHER JAMES
www.plantin.co.uk
sketchingheather@gmail.com

This painting takes its inspiration from a fountain
in the New River in Islington which is an artificial
waterway that opened in 1613 to supply London
with fresh drinking water taken from the River Lea,
Chadwell Springs and Amwell Springs. Life cannot
flourish without fresh water so I see this painting as
representing a source of clean energy for people who
had very little else.

Fountain New River

JORDANNA + MOE
Jordanna Greaves (www.jordannagreaves.co.uk)
Moé Sekiya (www.moesekiya.co.uk)
isityoumeus.co.uk
isityoumeus@gmail.com

Unnamed

A spark happened between two people from different
cultural backgrounds (Japan and England) when they
met in London in 2015. They started a project: ‘Is it
about me? Is it about you? It is about us?’ to explore
the complexity of dynamic human relationships. In
the collaborative process they suggest, share, respond,
impose and reciprocate in order to find something they
never expected.

JULIE ANNE
julie.steward@blueyonder.co.uk
julieann2016.wordpress.com

To Commemorate the ‘Canary Girls’
(“men’s equals in death as in life”)
Medium: 10+1 13cm x 15cm papier-mâché bells
painted in canary yellow acrylic paint
with ‘tongues’ of b/w photographs,

Whereas the church’s 10 commemorative bells have
names of local men who fell in the First World War
cast into them, the 10+1 papier-mâché bells have
‘tongues’ but no voice nor names; they represent
women who risked their lives in munitions factories
during the war and were known as the ‘Canary Girls’
because they handled the poisonous explosive agent
TNT which caused their skin to turn yellow.

HANNA KEMFOR

Dante 3. 2014

The triptych title references Virgil showing Dante
(the poet as an observer) around the suffering of the
damned in his ‘Inferno’. The link to Dante is not
narrative but I am interested in the predicament of the
artist (and every person)as an observer/participant in
suffering. They are not biographical but emerge from
personal experience- for me the key idea is empathy.
I reference traditional religious painting as a medium
to consider these ideas.

PIPPA KING
Sculpture, photography, drawing
pippa.king@talktalk.net
Instagram @philippa.king #rubbishphotooftheday

Orange Cushions

“What people have owned and thrown away can speak
more eloquently, informatively and truthfully about the
lives they lead than they themselves ever may.”
W.Viney WASTE
I take photos on my phone of rubbish in the streets
of Plaistow/East Ham. These are two of them. I also
make things out of found materials and draw people.

ENYA LACHMAN-CURL

Golden Vegetation 2016

Enya Lachman-Curl is a painter, born 1990, who has
exhibited in the UK and USA. She paints seething
yet desolate landscapes depicting an imagined world
reclaimed by nature and devoid of the presence of man,
where ‘progress’ has surrendered to a state of entropy.
Using intricate brushwork to suggest unknown,
fantastical vegetation, she contrasts mutating, organic
forms with hard edges and stark planes reminiscent of
modernist architectural interventions. Although these
visions of a surreal future can be seen as meditations
on the interplay between decay and re-growth, man
and nature, structure and disorder, her paintings are
equally concerned with ideas of memory and nostalgia.

GILLIAN LAWRENCE
wordpress.com/posts/oilsandrags.wordpress.com

Rio 2016

Painting in acrylics and oils and working with recycled
textiles for the last ten years, Gillian Lawrence exhibits
around the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park at community
hubs. Her latest exhibitions have included canvases
alongside research findings, and the celebration of
women through portraits and radio interviews.
Recent solo exhibitions: RAGWORKS
At The Swim, Save Our Souls, Headscarves 1950s,
Champions, 51%RememberHer

CATE LIS
catelis@hotmail.co.uk
www.catelis.co.uk.

My work for the 51% exhibition is about awareness
of the mis-treatment done to women during war or
in daily life. It is about making the public aware that
women are being physically scarred and mentally hurt
by men.

LYNN LU
www.lynnlu.info

Tend

Particiants were invited - one at a time - to relate an
unresolved personal trauma.
In exchange, I offered a menu of cherished ‘solaces’
that I received as a child from my mother.
. back scratching with fingernails on bare skin,
. ear cleaning,
. hair brushing,
. storytelling from memory, lying down
I administered the solace of their choice for as long as
they wished.

FIONA McAULIFFE

Full Size Render

Fiona is a Painting Graduate from Camberwell College
of Art and the UAL Winner of The Harry Crisp
Award. She has a diverse oeuvre that covers painting,
photography, ceramics, design, drawing, sculpture,
installation with an eclectic array of interests including
anatomy, colour, disability, diversity, ethnography,
humour, feminism, heritage, history, psychogeography,
hypergraphy, and semi-confessional narratives.
Fiona has resided in Florence, Italy, and worked in
Algeria. Accomplishments include having exhibited
at Tate Modern, twice at The V&A and she exhibits
both in London and internationally.

JOANNA McCORMICK
www.joart.info

Joanna McCormick’s miniature watercolour installation describes fragments from the stories of the National Union of Women’s Suffrage, and The Women’s
Social and Political Union, inspired by the Penguin
Classic book No. 94, The Suffragettes.
Joanna McCormick is an interdisciplinary artist who
has exhibited widely both in the UK and abroad.

The Suffragettes

RUTH McKERRELL
ruthmckerrell.com

Immersion

Moving fluidly with paint.
Finding the tactile sensibility of form.
Generating light from within.

JULIA MADDISON
email
Website

Bang Bang! You’re dead

Maddison’s work deals with lies, longing, memory,
sickness and sex. She is slowly piecing together a
museum of domestic misery, collecting and reworking
the flotsam of forgotten lives. She has exhibited widely,
and curated ‘I am ready for you, darling’, a show about
history, secrets and sex in an abandoned shop in Kings
Cross. She is currently Artist in Residence at Stephens
House and Museum in North London.

MAI BUTOH DANCE

Nguyen Tri Mai is a Franco-Vietnamese dance artist.
For the last 20 years, she has drawn her inspiration
from the waters, to and fro between Brittany coasts,
salt marshes and the river, pools and canals of the East
End of London. Mixing her Butoh dancing spirit with
her passion for improvising with live music, Mai loves
to express her intense movements in the moment,
bring light to a space with her explosiveness. Mai
has collaborated with musicians, photographers and
film-makers and specializes in site-specific and outdoor
performances.

TIZIANA MANDOLESI
www.tizianamandolesi.com

The Giants
Bronze 30x15x10. London 2017

‘The Giants’ is a representation of female and male
connection. I wanted to depict these two figures to
capture a palpable sense of spatial distance, but united
because they compensate one to the other. Expressing
the important connection between the 2 figures, which
are represented by the male, with his arms down and
the female with her wings. They are separated because
they are different but inseparable; they compensate
and are one spiritual and universal connection.

JANET MILNER
www.janetmilner.com

Cauliflower and Toilet Rolls

Janet explores gestural and accidental mark making by
experimenting with painterly printmaking techniques.
She enjoys the unpredictability of working this way and
also the sense of immediacy that it gives to her work.
Her playful text based and figurative works are records
and representations of the random ‘stuff ’ that she collides with in her daily life.

DAISY MOON
alina.gavrielatos@gmail.com

‘Sotiria’
Print Archival Giclee Paper 2016

Three generations: Daisy Moon is Alina Gavrielatos’
mother. The image is of Alina’s grandmother.
Daisy Moon is a photographer, born and raised in
Greece and living in Toronto Canada. Her work
explores identity within a social and context.
“Auntie Sotiria” lived on her little farm in a small village
in Southern Greece and reached a ripe old age of 98.
She read a lot and liked to spend time amongst her
goats and chickens away from big over-populated cities
where she felt people were detached from nature.

SIAN-KATE MOONEY
Instagram: siankatemooney
Twitter: @Sian_Kate
www.siankatemooney.uk

D A R K W A V E II

My sculpture uses temporary building materials to create
works around the subject of humans inhabiting an
increasingly violent world. A former fashion designer, I
use traditional garment pattern-cutting techniques on
a large scale to form installations with bolts and cable ties
emulating garment stitches building toward monumental
structures. DARKWAVE II is based around the 1933
film ‘King Kong’. A classic tale of ‘Beauty and the
Beast’, it is sad and lamentable with passages of true
horror and violence and a strong racial metaphor.

SARAH PAGER
pagerx2@gmail.com
www.sarahpager.com

Mutter and Anti-Mutter

‘Mutter and Anti-Mutter’ draws on Pager’s on-going
fascination with gendered objects. Referring to matter and
anti-matter, and the German for “mother”, clusters of
buckets joined together become concave or convex
modules. This juxtaposition of presence and absence
becomes foregrounded as gendered attributes alluding
to seeds of reproduction and growth. These elements
combine to present disquieting physical narratives,
questioning our relationship with a constructed
environment changing faster than we can imagine.

CHERYL PAPASIAN
cherylpapasian@yahoo.com
www.cherylpapasian.com

Angry Reds

‘Angry Reds’ is one in the photographic series ‘The
Grand Tour’, with china dog figurines in an iconic
portraiture style. The poodles play on the symbolic
elegance of an unmistakable feminine reflection. Using
a diverse array of settings from vast uninhabited landscapes to urban locations like bars and casinos, she is
creating a grand tour album that captures the romance
of travel, sublime nature, glamour and sophistication.

MARTA PIEREGONCZUK
www.m-art-a.co.uk
mpieregonczuk@gmail.com

TRIBUTE

TRIBUTE is part of a bigger project dedicated to
women’s activism. Inspired by the Shrine at the Red
Gate (part of the Crossbones Graveyard in Southwark)
it challenges a traditional form of painting. In a similar
way to the gate the painting contains an array of
ribbons with names of those who are no longer with
us. In this project each ribbon has a written name of
female human rights defender who was killed or
disappeared due to their activism.

MARISA POLIN
marisapolin@gmail.com
www.marisapolin.com

New Nature

The series New Nature refers firstly to science fiction,
a reflection on the aesthetics of growing plants and
building houses in a fictional outer space environment
and secondly on my new working process with a freer
subconsciousness.
Marisa Polin is a visual artist, curator and filmmaker
known by her portrait and crime/guilt series,
Recently she has been exploring abstraction in her
work. Her working media includes painting, drawing,
film, digital art and sculpture.

EVA PRICE
eprice@talktalk.net

The Last Letter
Embroidered Fabric Print.
35.5cm x 35.5cm framed

A collage of a photograph and the last letter my
grandmother wrote to my mother in 1942, three
weeks before she died were printed on fabric. I then
used traditional “nokshi katha” technique of women
in Bangladesh, where I once worked. This is an echo
of the last line of the letter “I must stop and do the
mending”. It was my link with Bengali women that
first brought me to East London.

EMMA ROPER-EVANS
www.edrestories.com

Spoken Word

Won a Glimmer Train Open Fiction Award and a
Füst Milán Prize for literary translation from the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences. Writes short stories,
postcard fictions and has two collections: ‘Floating
Sopranos’ and ‘Triangulations’. Did a project with India, her photographer daughter, called Locus Criminis:
Photos of a set up crime scene, with a short story
about the murder/suicide/death etc. Appeared in the
inaugural issue of ‘The Ham’ a new London literary
and arts magazine launched in December 2016.

INDIA ROPER-EVANS
info@indiaroperevans.com
www.indiaroperevans.com

‘Submerged’

2016 short film.1920x1080 HD
Duration: 13 mins

‘Submerged’ explores ‘A western woman being
submerged in India’s culture’. India Roper-Evans is
a Berlin-based Hungarian/British photographer/film
maker and curator. She has had several large-scale photography commissions and co-founded Art Crunch, a
platform to support emerging young artists through the
credit crunch. Her work deals with human narratives,
she often uses images to interpret texts or vice versa.
Collaboration is key to her practice, with a view to
working with her subjects to produce a multi-layered
portrait, one that speaks about, and not to them.

RUBBISH ARTIST

Gold Brick

“Not entirely sure why but I don’t like explaining
myself or my work. Is that daft? Is that insecure?
F**k knows... “

REKHA SAMEER
rekhasameer@gmail.com

‘My body my choice’
‘Tweet women with respect’
‘The revolution starts now’
‘Girls just wanna have fun da mental human rights’
‘No human is illegal’
‘Rise Sister Rise’
‘Womens place is in resistance’

Women March On

‘Women March On’ is a site specific work made
for #RememberHer Show. Handwritten slogans
from the march have been formalised in black and
white on A4 sheets, to be displayed in the ascending
rows of chairs in the gallery. This work pays homage
to all the women who took part in the march, to fight
and take back control of reproductive rights, to influence
immigration reform, to address religious discrimination,
LGBTQ rights, gender and racial inequities, workers’
rights, and other issues.

REBECCA SCOTT
www.rebecca-scott.com

Tent of Human Rights 2016

Born in 1960 in Cumbria, studied in London at
Chelsea School of Art and then Goldsmiths University.
Rebecca Scott currently lives and works in London and
Cumbria. “Although predominantly I have painted, I
also have turned to objects and especially to knitting,
in a deliberate opposition to the values inherent in oil
paintings”.

SARAH SPARKES
https://vimeo.com/199020831
www.sarahsparkes.com/blog/

Remember. THE END

Sarah Sparkes exhibits in the UK and internationally.
Her new work, The GHost Formula, commissioned by
FACT (Foundation for Art and Creative Technology) recently
toured to National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts as
part of the exhibition ‘No Such Thing As Gravity’. She
was the 2015 winner of the MERU ART*SCIENCE
award for her film ‘Time You Need’, recently presented
at KOSMICA, Mexico. She runs the creative research
project GHost and has been collecting Liverpool ghost
stories, as part of an Arts Council funded project.

EILIDH WATSON
eilidhwatson.co.uk
eilidhwatsonart@gmail.com

Watson’s work centres on the idea of the absence of the
female voice. She looks at tales from Greek mythology,
and how these may be retold from a feminist female
perspective. The works manifest in a variety of mediums
from performance to fabric hangings. She also creates
work with community groups, currently working with
the into school program at Brixton charity, Baytree
Centre such as the piece in this exhibition.

TISNA WESTERHOFF
soozbelnavis.co.uk
sooz@soozbelnavis.co.uk

‘Costume Drama 1’
110 x 165cm Embroidered wall-hanging;
wool, vintage fabrics,, thread,
news paper cutouts, on cheese cloth.

Tisna Westerhof (LG) is a London-based artist working
across a range of media. She is co-founder and artistic
director of hARTslane gallery (2012). Tisna studied
Printmaking at the Royal Academy of Art in The
Hague and has an MA in Scenography from Central
St Martins, London. Awards include the Royal Dutch
Printmaking Award and Siemens Art Award. She has
work in private and public collections in Holland,
France, Germany, Italy, Japan, USA and the UK.

POPPY WHATMORE
www.poppywhatmore.co.uk

Who Made a Mess of Things 2015

The work is a series of stitched domestic dishcloth
hangings. Intensely sewn text with needles left in
place, comprise the phrase, to make a mess of things,
repeatedly conjugated with all its possible pronouns.
The works jilt the boundaries between private and
public exposure of the self, and re-questions the roles
for responsibility.

ANNIE ZAMERO
www.anniezamero.co.uk

The Holocaust Series

The Holocaust series is about conflict between Other
and within Self and the family unit. Images of intimate
family photos are imbued with tokens of horror. Since
the concentration camps produced so many dead
bodies, many were burnt, and Zamero has burned
photos and muslin in the oven/grill, using chemical
effects suggesting burning.
The work is about the experience of total disempowerment
via persecution and extermination.

MIYUKI KASAHARA
miyu_ku@yahoo.com
www.miyukikasahara.com

Contentment of Love (Since 600AD)
Medium: Bone, Cloth, Concrete, Hair,
Sand from South-East Coast of England
Dimensions: 192cm x 130cm x 20cm

The work is a response to an Arab woman’s love poem
to her husband written in the 7th Century. The legs
are cast from a real couple, with sand collected from
the English South-East Coast and mixed with concrete.
It suggests a couple snuggling in a blanket, making love,
but also that they are washed up dead on a shore escaping
from a war zone, their spirits dreaming to be together.

BLANDINE MARTIN
Twitter:@ArtistBlandine
FB: https://m.facebook.com/BlandineMartin.art/
www.blandinemartin.com
‘Love thy neighbour’
(made especially for 51%RememberHer)
The weaved multicultural newspapers represent
the different communities in East London

Blandine Martin is a mixed media artist, originally
from Aix en provence but established in London
since 1988. She graduated with a degree in design &
architecture at The University of North London in
2003. Currently doing an alternative MA at Metal art
school #TOMA, Blandine has had numerous solo and
group shows in the UK, France, Italy and the US.
For more details on Blandine’s artistic journey and
about upcoming shows, go to her website.

SUSANA SANROMÁN
info@susanasanroman.com
www.susanasanroman.com

Constipation

London based visual artist Susana Sanromán was born
in Galicia, Spain and has achieved much in her career.
She is an award-winning artist and, as a person, possesses
a philosophical depth and edge that makes her work
interesting and unique. Since completing her B.A.
(hon) in photography at the London College of
Communication, she has been involved in numerous
international exhibitions both as an artist and a curator.
She has also been part of several artist residences in
India, Italy, Greece, UK, Indonesia and Spain.

REBECCA FEINER
elements@lubomirov-angus-hughes.com
twitter.com/ElementsGallery
www.lubomirov-angus-hughes.com/Elements-Gallery
Rebecca, curator of Elements Gallery, London’s first
permanent space for outdoor art is a multi-media artist
with a track record of making art accessible to the
public in unusual spaces beyond the traditional gallery
setting. These have included a church belfry, an
industrial lift-shaft, bank vaults, a water pumping
station, cemeteries, woodlands and warehouses.

elements@lubomirov-angus-hughes.com

